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A panic surrounds human trafficking and terrorism. The socially constructed 'war on terror’ and ‘war on trafficking’ are linked
through discourses that not only combine the two, but help promote an anti-Muslim sentiment. Using ethnographic data and
stories, From Trafficking to Terror presents the need to challenge the trafficking and terror paradigm, and rethink approaches to
the large scale challenges these discourses have created. This book is ideal for courses on gender, labor, migration, human rights
and globalization.
This interdisciplinary anthology bridges gaps between feminist and antiracist theories and practices by providing original empirical
studies of feminist antiracist organizing in Australia, Canada, India, Italy, France, Japan, South Africa, the United States, Yemen,
and Zimbabwe. International scholars and activists examine how the local and national context shapes the ways that feminists
engage in antiracist practices, how women in various regions counter the perception that feminism is a "Western" ideology, and
how globalization creates new opportunities for organizing.
How are social inequalities experienced, reproduced and challenged in local, global and transnational spaces? What role does the
control of space play in distribution of crucial resources and forms of capital (housing, education, pleasure, leisure, social
relationships)? The case studies in Geographies of Privilege demonstrate how power operates and is activated within local,
national, and global networks. Twine and Gardener have put together a collection that analyzes how the centrality of spaces
(domestic, institutional, leisure, educational) are central to the production, maintenance and transformation of inequalities. The
collected readings show how power--in the form of economic, social, symbolic, and cultural capital--is employed and experienced.
The volume’s contributors take the reader to diverse sites, including brothels, blues clubs, dance clubs, elite schools, detention
centers, advocacy organizations, and public sidewalks in Canada, Italy, Spain, United Arab Emirates, Mozambique, South Africa,
and the United States. Geographies of Privilege is the perfect teaching tool for courses on social problems, race, class and gender
in Geography, Sociology and Anthropology.
Surrogacy is IndiaÕs new form of outsourcing, as couples from all over the world hire Indian women to bear their children for a
fraction of the cost of surrogacy elsewhere with little to no government oversight or regulation. In the first detailed ethnography of
IndiaÕs surrogacy industry, Amrita Pande visits clinics and hostels and speaks with surrogates and their families, clients, doctors,
brokers, and hostel matrons in order to shed light on this burgeoning business and the experiences of the laborers within it. From
recruitment to training to delivery, PandeÕs research focuses on how reproduction meets production in surrogacy and how this
reflects characteristics of IndiaÕs larger labor system. PandeÕs interviews prove surrogates are more than victims of disciplinary
power, and she examines the strategies they deploy to retain control over their bodies and reproductive futures. While some
women are coerced into the business by their families, others negotiate with clients and their clinics to gain access to technologies
and networks otherwise closed to them. As surrogates, the women Pande meets get to know and make the most of advanced
medical discoveries. They traverse borders and straddle relationships that test the boundaries of race, class, religion, and
nationality. Those who focus on the inherent inequalities of IndiaÕs surrogacy industry believe the practice should be either
banned or strictly regulated. Pande instead advocates for a better understanding of this complex labor market, envisioning an
international model of fair-trade surrogacy founded on openness and transparency in all business, medical, and emotional
exchanges.
This book examines the United States as a destination for international consumers of assisted fertility services, including egg
donation, surrogacy, and sex selection. Based on interviews conducted with fertility industry insiders who market their services to
an international clientele in three of the largest American hubs of the global fertility marketplace - New York City, Los Angeles, and
San Francisco - and focusing on the providers rather than the consumers of assisted fertility services, the book shines a light on
how professional ethics and norms, in addition to personal moralities, shape the practice of reproductive tourism.
A white woman studies upper-class eighth grade girls at her alma mater on Long Island and finds a culture founded on
misinformation about its own racial and class identity. A black American researcher is repeatedly assumed by many Brazilian
subjects to be a domestic servant or sex worker. Racing Race, Researching Race is the first volume of its kind to explore how
ideologies of race and racism intersect with nationality and gender to shape the research experience. Critical work in race studies
has not adequately addressed how racial positions in the field--as inflected by nationality, gender, and age--generate numerous
methodological dilemmas. Racing Research, Researching Race begins to fill this gap by infusing critical race studies with more
empirical work and suggesting how a critical race perspective might improve research methodologies and outcomes. The
contributors to the volume encompass a wide range of disciplinary backgrounds including anthropology, sociology, ethnic studies,
women=s studies, political science, and Asian American studies.
Despite the overwhelming evidence against them, many people still believe they can overcome the economic and racial
constraints placed upon them at birth. In the first edition, Heather Beth Johnson explored this belief in the American Dream with
over 200 in-depth interviews with black and white families, highlighting the ever-increasing racial wealth gap and the actual
inequality in opportunities. This second edition has been updated to make it fully relevant to today’s reader, with new data and
illustrative examples, including twenty new interviews. Johnson asks not just what parents are thinking about inequality and the
American Dream, but to what extent children believe in the American Dream and how they explain, justify, and understand the
stratification of American society. This book is an ideal addition to courses on race and inequality.
People ‘overshare’ when they interact with others through the screens of computers and smartphones. Oversharing means to
divulge more of their inner feelings, opinions and sexuality than they would in person, or even over the phone. Text messaging,
Facebooking, tweeting, camming, blogging, online dating, and internet porn are vehicles of this oversharing, which blurs the
boundary between public and private life. This book examines these ‘presentations of self’, acknowledging that we are now much
more public about what used to be private. With this second edition, Agger adds a new chapter on whether privacy is possible that
addresses selfies, job loss due to oversharing, the surveillance state, and examples of when the private should go public.
Transnational surrogacy – the creation of babies across borders – has become big business. Globalization, reproductive
technologies, new family formations and rising infertility are combining to produce a 'quiet revolution' in social and medical ethics
and the nature of parenthood. Whereas much of the current scholarship has focused on the US and India, this groundbreaking
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anthology offers a far wider perspective. Featuring contributions from over thirty activists and scholars from a range of countries
and disciplines, this collection offers the first genuinely international study of transnational surrogacy. Its innovative bottom-up
approach, rooted in feminist perspectives, gives due prominence to the voices of those most affected by the global surrogacy
chain, namely the surrogate mothers, donors, prospective parents and the children themselves. Through case studies ranging
from Israel to Mexico, the book outlines the forces that are driving the growth of transnational surrogacy, as well as its implications
for feminism, human rights, motherhood and masculinity.
This short book lays out a new definition for what constitutes a social problem: the violation of a group’s human rights, which are
understood as commonly upheld standards about what people deserve and should be protected from in life. Evaluating U.S.
society from an international human rights perspective, Bonds also stresses that human rights are necessarily political and can
therefore never be part of a purely objective exercise to assess wellbeing in a particular society. His approach recognizes that
there is no one single interpretation of what rights mean, and that different groups with differing interests are going to promote
divergent views, some better than others. This book is ideal for undergraduate sociology courses on social problems, as well as
courses on social justice and human rights.
Examines the lived experience of social encounters drawing on phenomenological insights. Body/Self/Other brings together a
variety of phenomenological perspectives to examine the complexity of social encounters across a range of social, political, and
ethical issues. It investigates the materiality of social encounters and the habitual attitudes that structure lived experience. In
particular, the contributors examine how constructions of race, gender, sexuality, criminality, and medicalized forms of subjectivity
affect perception and social interaction. Grounded in practical, everyday experiences, this book provides a theoretical framework
that considers the extent to which fundamental ethical obligations arise from the fact of individuals’ intercorporeality and sociality.
This short, accessible text takes on the global and pervasive phenomenon of hate crimes and hypothesizes potential fixes. Iganski
and Levin detail evidence of hate violence in the 21st century, particularly religious hatred, ethnic, racial and xenophobic hatred,
violence on the basis of sexual orientation and sexual identity, disablist violence, and violence against women, using the most
recently published data from cross-national surveys produced by international organizations. This is an ideal addition to any
course on social problems, violence, or hate crimes.
Higher education is more important than ever, for individual success and for national economic growth. And yet higher education in
the United States is in crisis: public funding has been in free fall; tuition has skyrocketed making colleges and universities less
accessible; basic structures such as tenure are under assault. The Future of Higher Education analyzes the crisis in higher
education, describing how a dominant neo-liberal political ideology has significantly changed the U.S. system of higher education.
The book examines the contemporary landscape of higher education institutions and asks and answers these questions: Who is
able to attend college? Who pays for our system of higher education? Who works at and who governs colleges and universities?
The book concludes with a plan for radically revitalizing higher education in the United States. The goal of this new, unique Series
is to offer readable, teachable "thinking frames" on today’s social problems and social issues by leading scholars, all in short 60
page or shorter formats, and available for view on http://routledge.customgateway.com/routledge-social-issues.html For instructors
teaching a wide range of courses in the social sciences, the Routledge Social Issues Collection now offers the best of both worlds:
originally written short texts that provide "overviews" to important social issues as well as teachable excerpts from larger works
previously published by Routledge and other presses.
This one-volume encyclopedia examines jobs and occupations from around the world that are unique and out-of-the-ordinary, from
bike fishermen in the Netherlands to professional wedding guests in South Korea to elephant dressers in India. It's not surprising
that the first question we are asked by strangers often has to do with what we do for a living. It's another way of asking, "Who are
you, and what are you about?" But what happens when the answer to that question is "I am a gondolier" or "I am an Instagram
influencer?" This book tries to answer that question, focusing on approximately 100 unusual occupations around the world.
Arranged alphabetically, entries define the jobs and detail their historical, social, and cultural significance. Entries also examine
where the job is located, how it came to be, how people get into the position, and what the economic and future outlook is for that
job. While the entries focus on contemporary jobs, the encyclopedia also includes sidebars, which highlight unique jobs from
history, to give the reader a sense of how unusual (and often terrible!) some jobs once were. High school and undergraduate
students will find this book useful in looking at cultures around the world. Helps readers to better understand cultural values of
other countries and make cross-cultural comparisons Helps readers to identify similar and related jobs across cultures with listings
of jobs by category Illuminates the text through sidebars highlighting interesting facts and anecdotal observations Illustrates hardto-imagine jobs through photos Is written in an engaging, accessible tone for high school students, but is also useful for
undergraduates and general readers
A White Side of Black Britain explores the racial consciousness of white women in the United Kingdom who have had children with
black men, primarily British-born men of Caribbean heritage. Contending that social scientists do not adequately understand how
white members of black families negotiate race, France Winddance Twine describes the everyday lives of white women raising
children of African Caribbean descent in a racially diverse mid-size British city. Varying in age, income, and education, the women
at the centre of Twine's ethnography share moving stories about how they met the fathers of their children, how they incorporate
ideas about race and racism into their parenting, and how their thinking about race and social relations changed over time.
Interviewing and observing more than forty multiracial families over the span of a decade, Twine discovered that the white
women's sense of belonging and racial consciousness was derived as much from their interactions with their partner's family and
friends as it was from their romantic relations with black men. In addition to the white birth mothers, Twine interviewed their
children, partners, and extended families, and her book can be read in part as a dialogue about race among black and white
members of the same families. It includes intimate photographs of the women and their children, partners, extended families, and
community.
In accessible prose for North American undergraduate students, this short text provides a sociological understanding of the causes
and consequences of growing middle class inequality, with an abundance of supporting, empirical data. The book also addresses
what we, as individuals and as a society, can do to put middle class Americans on a sounder footing.
This book showcases issues of work and employment in contemporary India through a critical lens, serving as a systematic, scholarly and
rigorous resource which provides an alternate view to the glowing metanarrative of the subcontinent’s ongoing economic growth in today’s
globalized world. Critical approaches ensure that divergent and marginalized voices are highlighted, promoting a more measured perspective
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of entrenched standpoints. In casting social reality differently, a quest for solutions that reshape current dynamics is triggered. The volume
spans five thematic areas, subsuming a range of economic sectors. India is a pre-eminent destination for offshoring, underscoring the
relevance of global production networks (Theme 1). Yet, the creation of jobs has not transformed employment patterns in the country but
rather accentuated informalization and casualization (Theme 2). Indeed, even India’s ICT-related sectors, perceived as mascots of modernity
and vehicles for upward mobility, raise questions about the extent of social upgrading (Theme 3). Nonetheless, these various developments
have not been accompanied by collective action – instead, there is growing evidence of diminished pluralistic employment relations strategies
(Theme 4). Emergent concerns about work and employment such as gestational surrogacy and expatriate experiences attest to the evolving
complexities associated with offshoring (Theme 5).
Outsourcing the WombRace, Class and Gestational Surrogacy in a Global MarketRoutledge
Applies a historical, cultural, and life-course developmental framework toward understanding children's lives in a changing world.
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
A personal, intimate account of the extraordinary ways that today’s families are being created. From adoption and assisted reproduction, to
gay and straight parents, coupled and single, and multi-parent families, the stories in Modern Families explain how individuals make
unconventional families by accessing a broad range of technological, medical and legal choices that expand our definitions of parenting and
kinship. Joshua Gamson introduces us to a child with two mothers, made with one mother’s egg and the sperm of a man none of them has
ever met; another born in Ethiopia, delivered by his natural grandmother to an orphanage after both his parents died in close succession, and
then to the arms of his mother, who is raising him solo. These tales are deeply personal and political. The process of forming these families
involved jumping tremendous hurdles—social conventions, legal and medical institutions—with heightened intention and inventiveness, within
and across multiple inequities and privileges. Yet each of these families, however they came to be, shares the same universal joys that all
families share. A companion for all those who choose to navigate the world of modern kinship, Modern Families provides a “fascinating look
at the remarkable range of experiences that is broadening the very idea of family” (Booklist).
A nuanced understanding of state violence and gender (in)equalities must consider the varied and contradictory experiences of armed civilian
women, female soldiers, and opponents of gun possession. How is 'feminism' and 'femininity' negotiated in the early 21st century by civilian
and military women in a nation that fetishizes guns? This book addresses this social problem by offering a comparative analysis of the
particular dilemmas that gender inequality, class inequality, race/racism and U.S. nationalism generate for women of diverse backgrounds
who are struggling to balance conventional gender roles, femininity and gendered violence in the United States.
Public health and assisted reproduction in India -- Making kinship, othering women -- Egg donation and exotic beauty -- The making of
citizens and parents -- Physician racism and the commodification of intimacy -- Medicalized birth and the construction of risk -- Constrained
agency and power in surrogates' everyday lives
This book speaks to the meanings and values that inhere in close relations, focusing on ‘family’ and ‘kinship’ but also looking beyond these
categories. Multifaceted, diverse and subject to constant debate, close relations are ubiquitous in human lives on embodied as well as
symbolic levels. Closely related to processes of power, legibility and recognition, close relations are surrounded by boundaries that both
constrain and enable their practical, symbolical and legal formation. Carefully contextualising close relations in relation to different national
contexts, but also in relation to gender, sexuality, race, religion and dis/ability, the volume points to the importance of and variations in how
close relations are lived, understood and negotiated. Grounded in a number of academic areas and disciplines, ranging from legal studies,
sociology and social work to literary studies and ethnology, this volume also highlights the value of using inter- and multidisciplinary scholarly
approaches in research about close relations. Chapter 11 is available open access under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International
License via link.springer.com.

The landmark case Roe v. Wade helped cement a redefinition of family: it is now commonplace for Americans to treat
having children as a choice. But the historic decision coincided with what would become a decades-long trend of
widening inequality, ensuring that many families still struggle to obtain even basic necessities. Reproduction
Reconceived examines how family making actually became harder after the arrival of choice, as different families
confronted incarceration, for-profit and racist medical care, disease, poverty, and a welfare state in retreat. Drawing on
diverse archival sources and interviews, Sara Matthiesen illustrates how the last fifty years of state neglect have ensured
that, for most families, meaningful choice is nowhere to be found.
A troubling study of the role that medical racism plays in the lives of black women who have given birth to premature and
low birth weight infants Black women have higher rates of premature birth than other women in America. This cannot be
simply explained by economic factors, with poorer women lacking resources or access to care. Even professional, middleclass black women are at a much higher risk of premature birth than low-income white women in the United States. DánaAin Davis looks into this phenomenon, placing racial differences in birth outcomes into a historical context, revealing that
ideas about reproduction and race today have been influenced by the legacy of ideas which developed during the era of
slavery. While poor and low-income black women are often the “mascots” of premature birth outcomes, this book
focuses on professional black women, who are just as likely to give birth prematurely. Drawing on an impressive array of
interviews with nearly fifty mothers, fathers, neonatologists, nurses, midwives, and reproductive justice advocates, DánaAin Davis argues that events leading up to an infant’s arrival in a neonatal intensive care unit (NICU), and the parents’
experiences while they are in the NICU, reveal subtle but pernicious forms of racism that confound the perceived class
dynamics that are frequently understood to be a central factor of premature birth. The book argues not only that medical
racism persists and must be considered when examining adverse outcomes—as well as upsetting experiences for
parents—but also that NICUs and life-saving technologies should not be the only strategies for improving the outcomes for
black pregnant women and their babies. Davis makes the case for other avenues, such as community-based birthing
projects, doulas, and midwives, that support women during pregnancy and labor are just as important and effective in
avoiding premature births and mortality.
All work is free work – or is it? Rooted in the historical and theoretical debates over the status of labor, this volume
analyzes the relationship between free and forced work, migration, and the role that states play in producing un-freedom.
With contributions among others from Stephen Castles, Cindy Hahamovitch, Vincent Houben and William G. Martin, the
book explores constrained labor forms across the world from the mid-19th century to today.
Critics often warn that American schools are failing, and that our students are ill-prepared for the challenges the future
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holds, and may even be "the dumbest generation." We can think of these claims as warning about a Stupidity Epidemic.
This essay begins by tracing the history of the idea of that American students, teachers, and schools are somehow
getting worse; the record shows that critics have been issuing such warnings for more than 150 years. It then examines
four sets of data that speak to whether educational deterioration is taking place. First, data on educational attainment
show a clear trend: more students are getting more education. Second, standardized test scores suggest that American
students are performing somewhat better; certainly most test scores do not indicate that students are getting worse.
Third, measures of popular knowledge also show evidence of improvement. Fourth, there is clear evidence that IQ
scores have been rising. In other words, the best available evidence fails to support claims about a Stupidity Epidemic.
The essay then turns to exploring several reasons why belief in educational decline is so common, and concludes by
suggesting some more useful ways to think about educational problems. The goal of this new, unique Series is to offer
readable, teachable "thinking frames" on today’s social problems and social issues by leading scholars, all in short 60
page or shorter formats, and available for view on http://routledge.customgateway.com/routledge-social-issues.html For
instructors teaching a wide range of courses in the social sciences, the Routledge Social Issues Collection now offers the
best of both worlds: originally written short texts that provide "overviews" to important social issues as well as teachable
excerpts from larger works previously published by Routledge and other presses.
This concise and engaging book presents a critical perspective on the correctional system and the process of
incarceration in the United States. Fleury-Steiner and Longazel emphasize the magnitude of mass imprisonment in the
United States, especially of people of color, not by objective statistics and trends, but by the voices and lived experiences
of individuals who live their harsh conditions on a daily basis. This is an ideal book for courses in corrections, social
problems, criminology, and prisoner re-entry.
This book explores how conditions for childbearing are changing in the 21st century under the impact of new biomedical
technologies. Selective reproductive technologies (SRTs) - technologies that aim to prevent or promote the birth of
particular kinds of children – are increasingly widespread across the globe. Wahlberg and Gammeltoft bring together a
collection of essays providing unique ethnographic insights on how SRTs are made available within different cultural,
socio-economic and regulatory settings and how people perceive and make use of these new possibilities as they
envision and try to form their future lives. Topics covered include sex-selective abortions, termination of pregnancies
following detection of fetal anomalies during prenatal screening, the development of preimplantation genetic diagnosis
techniques as well as the screening of potential gamete donors by egg agencies and sperm banks. This is invaluable
reading for scholars of medical anthropology, medical sociology and science and technology studies, as well as for the
fields of gender studies, reproductive health and genetic disease research.
This book examines the link between waste and consumption through a cultural approach that integrates environmental
concerns with reflections on the role that consumption has come to occupy in our contemporary capitalist societies. The
mutual relationship between capitalism and consumption is addressed along with early critiques of industrialization that
exposed environmental problems. Toxic waste and its illegal dumping are examined, along with the problem of abuse of
poorere areas and nations when it comes to disposing of toxic material. The question of solutions to the problems
created by consumption and waste is raised and the claim is advanced that we do not necessarily need to stop being
consumers. This timely book can be used in introductory sociology, social problems, and classes on environment and
sustainability. This book is part of the Framing 21st Century Social Issues Series which offers readable, teachable
"thinking frames" on today’s social problems and social issues by leading scholars, all in short 60 page or shorter
formats, and available for view on http://routledge.customgateway.com/routledge-social-issues.html. For instructors
teaching a wide range of courses in the social sciences, the Routledge Social Issues Collection now offers the best of
both worlds: originally written short texts that provide "overviews" to important social issues as well as teachable excerpts
from larger works previously published by Routledge and other presses.
Torture is indisputably abhorrent. Why, you might ask, would you even want to think or read about torture? That is a very
good question, and one this book addresses in a compelling and enlightening way. Torture is a very important issue, not
least because millions of people around the world have been subjected to this odious practice--and many are enduring
torture right now as you read these words.
An Introduction to Social Anthropology opens up the field of social and cultural anthropology, demonstrating its value for building an
understanding of the vast diversity of human societies and cultures that make up the world today. Without assuming any prior knowledge, the
book gradually leads the reader from some of the discipline's earliest foundational approaches and theories, through the fundamental areas
that make up contemporary anthropology. Taking a truly global and holistic view, it includes case studies from far away as well as closer to
home, wherever you might be reading it, touching on a range of topics that both divide and connect us, such as family, marriage and religion.
This third edition closes with a new chapter discussing the role of social and cultural anthropologists and the specific methods they use in a
fast-changing world. This is an inviting, engaging and enjoyable text that aims to smooth the journey for new or prospective anthropology
students seeking to better understand the discipline and its roots. Offering illustrations, plentiful further readings and films, first-hand accounts
of people across the world, and a number of thorny topics for reflection, the book makes an ideal text for sharing and discussing in the
classroom too.
Through case studies, Outsourcing the Womb, Second Edition provides a critical analysis and global tour of the international surrogacy
landscape in Egypt, India, China, Japan, Israel, Ukraine, the European Union and the United States. By providing a comparative analysis of
countries that have very different policies, this book disentangles the complex role that race, religion, class inequality, legal regimes, and
global capitalism play in the gestational surrogacy market. This book provides an intersectional frame of analysis in which multiple forms of
social inequality and power differences become institutionalized and restrict the access of some individuals and families while privileging
others, and concludes with a discussion of "reproductive justice" and "reproductive liberty." It is an ideal addition to courses on social
problems, race, gender, and inequality.
Despite several decades of feminist activism and scholarship, women’s bodies continue to be sites of control and contention both materially
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and symbolically. Issues such as reproductive technologies, sexual violence, objectification, motherhood, and sex trafficking, among others,
constitute ongoing, pressing concerns for women’s bodies in our contemporary milieu, arguably exacerbated in a neoliberal world where
bodies are instrumentalized as sites of human capital. This book engages with these themes by building on the strong tradition of feminist
thought focused on women’s bodies, and by making novel contributions that reflect feminists’ concerns—both theoretically and
empirically—about gender and embodiment in the present context and beyond. The collection brings together essays from a variety of feminist
scholars who deploy diverse theoretical approaches, including phenomenology, pragmatism, and new materialisms, in order to examine
philosophically the question of the current status of gendered bodies through cutting-edge feminist theory.
Sex, Drugs, and Death: Addressing Youth Problems in American Society explores how youth lifestyles, identity pursuits, behaviors and
activities produce a wide range of social problems in contemporary society. The book focuses on the interconnections between three of the
most significant youth issues: sexuality, substance use and suicide. The book pays special attention to the unique pursuits of young people
and the locations in which they interact, including virtual places like Facebook and more actual ones such as high school, college, and
nightclubs. Patterns among females and males of various class, race, and ethnic backgrounds are also featured prominently in the text as
well as how sociologists think about and study them. The goal of this new, unique Series is to offer readable, teachable "thinking frames" on
today’s social problems and social issues by leading scholars, all in short sixty page or shorter formats, and available for view on
http://routledge.customgateway.com/routledge-social-issues.html. For instructors teaching a wide range of courses in the social sciences, the
Routledge Social Issues Collection now offers the best of both worlds: originally written short texts that provide "overviews" to important social
issues as well as teachable excerpts from larger works previously published by Routledge and other presses.
The book reviews the science of climate change and explains why it is one of the most difficult problems humanity has ever tackled. Climate
change is a "wicked" problem bound up with problems of population growth, environmental degradation, and world problems of growing
social and economic inequality. The book explores the politicization of the topic, the polarization of opinion, and the reasons why, for some,
science has become just another ideology to be contested. How do humans assess risk? Why are they are so bad at focusing on the future?
How can we solve the problem of climate change? These are the questions this work answers. The goal of this new, unique Series is to offer
readable, teachable "thinking frames" on today’s social problems and social issues by leading scholars, all in short 60 page or shorter
formats, and available for view on http://routledge.customgateway.com/routledge-social-issues.html For instructors teaching a wide range of
courses in the social sciences, the Routledge Social Issues Collection now offers the best of both worlds: originally written short texts that
provide "overviews" to important social issues as well as teachable excerpts from larger works previously published by Routledge and other
presses.
With advances in personalised medicine, the field of medical law is being challenged and transformed. The nature of the doctor-patient
relationship is shifting as patients simultaneously become consumers. The regulation of emerging technologies is being thrown into question,
and we face new challenges in the context of global pandemics. This volume identifies significant questions and issues underlying the
philosophy of medical law. It brings together leading philosophers, legal theorists, and medical specialists to discuss these questions in two
parts. The first part deals with key foundational theories, and the second addresses a variety of topical issues, including euthanasia, abortion,
and medical privacy. The wide range of perspectives and topics on offer provide a vital introduction to the philosophical underpinnings of
medical law.
An inside account of gender and racial discrimination in the high-tech industry Why is being a computer “geek” still perceived to be a
masculine occupation? Why do men continue to greatly outnumber women in the high-technology industry? Since 2014, a growing number of
employment discrimination lawsuits has called attention to a persistent pattern of gender discrimination in the tech world. Much has been
written about the industry’s failure to adequately address gender and racial inequalities, yet rarely have we gotten an intimate look inside
these companies. In Geek Girls, France Winddance Twine provides the first book by a sociologist that “lifts the Silicon veil” to provide
firsthand accounts of inequality and opportunity in the tech ecosystem. This work draws on close to a hundred interviews with male and
female technology workers of diverse racial, ethnic, and educational backgrounds who are currently employed at tech firms such as Apple,
Facebook, Google, and Twitter, and at various start-ups in the San Francisco Bay area. Geek Girls captures what it is like to work as a
technically skilled woman in Silicon Valley. With a sharp eye for detail and compelling testimonials from industry insiders, Twine shows how
the technology industry remains rigged against women, and especially Black, Latinx, and Native American women from working class
backgrounds. From recruitment and hiring practices that give priority to those with family, friends, and classmates employed in the industry, to
social and educational segregation, to academic prestige hierarchies, Twine reveals how women are blocked from entering this industry.
Women who do not belong to the dominant ethnic groups in the industry are denied employment opportunities, and even actively pushed out,
despite their technical skills and qualifications. While the technology firms strongly embrace the rhetoric of diversity and oppose discrimination
in the workplace, Twine argues that closed social networks and routine hiring practices described by employees reinforce the status quo and
reproduce inequality. The myth of meritocracy and gender stereotypes operate in tandem to produce a culture where the use of race-, color-,
and power-evasive language makes it difficult for individuals to name the micro-aggressions and forms of discrimination that they experience.
Twine offers concrete insights into how the technology industry can address ongoing racial and gender disparities, create more transparency
and empower women from underrepresented groups, who continued to be denied opportunities.
In light of the recent financial crisis and changing economic landscape, McNamara and Williamson present and analyze the possibility of
working longer. Including a range of potential policies (e.g., further increasing the age of eligibility for full Social Security benefits, allocating
more government resources to retraining and job search assistance for older workers), this is one of the major approaches currently being
discussed by policy analysts inside and outside of the government. Emphasizing the role of inequalities and diversity among older adults, this
book provides a framework for thinking about the advantages and disadvantages of working past the current retirement age. This book is for
Sociology of Aging, Social Inequalities, and Social Problems courses.
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